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82 Documents
Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO2022159026 A1

Handheld inspection device

BILL ANDERSSON
FORDONSLYFTAR AB ([SE])

WO2022158973 A1

Mixing device

PEETERS
LANDBOUWMACHINES B.V.
([NL])

WO2022157303 A1

Method and device for detecting and monitoring a structural

EOLOTEC GMBH ([DE])

change of structural components of wind turbines

TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE
NÜRNBERG GEORG SIMON
OHM ([DE])

WO2022157113 A1

Casting mould for casting a vehicle wheel and method for

ENTEC-STRACON GMBH ([DE])

casting a vehicle wheel
WO2022156942 A1
WO2022156922 A1

Electric machine having means for fastening the surface

ROLLS-ROYCE DEUTSCHLAND

magnets on the rotor

LTD & CO KG ([DE])

Co-filament, roving, yarn, semi-finished product, use of a co-

FIBRECOAT GMBH ([DE])

filament, and method for producing a co-filament
WO2022155496 A1

Stowaway compact rocker

GCI OUTDOOR LLC ([US])

WO2022152735 A1

Drive assembly

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH ([DE])

WO2022152594 A1

Element receptacle

PERI SE ([DE])

WO2022151681 A1

Display substrate and manufacturing method therefor, and

BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP

display apparatus

CO., LTD. ([CN])

WO2022150587 A1

Structures for sport fencing

FSCFP CORPORATION ([US])

WO2022147514 A1

High density aluminum parts from additive manufacturing

EXONE OPERATING, LLC ([US])

WO2022146345 A2

Lime-pozzolan mortars with bio-aggregate for sound

ORTA DOĞU TEKNİK

absorption and therm at, insulation purposes

ÜNİVERSİTESİ ([TR])

WO2022144537 A1

Aircraft undercarriage

BAE SYSTEMS PLC ([GB])

WO2022144469 A2

Bushing device innovation

COOKSON PRECIOUS METALS
LTD. ([GB])

WO2022144300 A1

Robotic system for automatic refuelling of vehicles

AUTOFUEL APS ([DK])

WO2022144157 A1

Covering article, battery pack containing the same and the

BASF SE ([DE])

process for preparing the battery pack
WO2022143222 A1

Apparatus and method for floating display

SHANGHAI YUPEI
PHOTOELECTRIC
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED ([CN])

WO2022141192 A1

Intelligent control glasses

GUANGDONG VISION FIELD
ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,
LTD ([CN])

EP4032806 A1

Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

EP4032805 A1

Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

EP4029967 A1

Structure or component for high temperature applications and

Airbus Defence and Space

method and device for its manufacture

GmbH ([DE])

Flame-retardant impregnate and laminate, panel with flame

Fritz Egger GmbH & Co. OG

EP4029987 A1

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

retardant impregnate, method for producing the impregnate

([AT])

and panel

Ecochem International NV
([BE])

EP4030095 A1

Method for producing a hollow body

Magna Energy Storage
Systems GesmbH ([AT])

EP4023480 A2

Transmission and agricultural or industrial utility vehicle

Deere & Company ([US])

EP4025025 A1

Cooling device and method of manufacturing the same

Aptiv Technologies Limited
([BB])

EP4025024 A1

Cooling device and method of manufacturing the same

Aptiv Technologies Limited
([BB])

EP4024490 A1
EP4024462 A1
EP4023931 A1

Display device and fabricating method, and electronic

BOE Technology Group Co.,

apparatus

Ltd. ([CN])

Display substrate, display panel, and manufacturing method

BOE Technology Group Co.,

of display substrate

Ltd. ([CN])

Cordless lamp

Shenzhen Zhongfuneng
Electric Equipment Co., Ltd.
([CN])

EP4023930 A1

Cordless lamp

Shenzhen Zhongfuneng
Electric Equipment Co., Ltd.
([CN])

DE102022101171 A1

Wall building block, in particular masonry block, for controlled

Heckner Dominik ([DE])

room ventilation as well as roller shutter, textile screen and
storage box
DE102021200771 A1

Method for producing a component from a fibre-reinforced

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

plastic
DE102021200607 A1

Photovoltaic module

Karl Wohllaib GmbH
Produktionstechnik ([DE])

DE102021101494 A1

Co-Filament, Roving, yarn, semi-finished product, use of a co-

FibreCoat GmbH ([DE])

filament and method for producing a co-filament
DE102021101937 A1
DE102021101987 A1

Electric machine and method for cleaning an air gap in an

Rolls-Royce Deutschland Ltd &

electric machine

Co KG ([DE])

Use of heat source for power generation and aircraft with

Airbus Defence and Space

cooling system

GmbH ([DE])
Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

DE102022101132 A1

Fire-resistant composite part

FAURECIA SYSTEMES
D'ECHAPPEMENT ([FR])

DE102021101275 A1

Device for enabling examination of the underside of a

Krönke Marko ([CA])

monorail vehicle
DE102021101258 A1

Electric machine

Rolls-Royce Deutschland Ltd &
Co KG ([DE])

DE102021200416 A1

Drive arrangement

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021101167 A1

Method and device for recycling organic materials

WAS Wirtschaftsagentur
Martin Schroeder GmbH ([DE])

DE102021101003 A1

Casting mould for casting a vehicle wheel and method for

ENTEC-STRACON GMBH ([DE])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

casting a vehicle wheel
DE102022000243 A1

Heating device

Hermelink Henrik ([DE])

DE102021100269 A1

Silencer of an exhaust system of an internal combustion

Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche

engine

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102022100232 A1

Respiratory air disinfection device and respirator mask

Huber Franz ([DE])

DE102021003591 A1

Method and device for joining profile components by means

Mercedes-Benz Group AG

of a supporting framework made of fibre composite material

([DE])

DE202022103271 U1

Device for swathing stalk material

Albersinger Christian ([DE])

DE202022001289 U1

Catamaran water street

Frey Dieter ([DE])

DE202022103018 U1

Card bag, interior lining of a vehicle door and vehicle

Faurecia (China) Holding Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])

DE202022102672 U1

Product with a rough surface in certain areas

Klauck Thore ([DE])
Maaß Louisa ([DE])

DE202021100870 U1

Railway vehicle with a pivoting bridge

Hörmann Vehicle Engineering
GmbH ([DE])

US20220236598 A1

Polymer dispersed liquid crystal display device and method

Sharp Display Technology

for manufacturing same

Corporation ([JP])

US20220234720 A1

Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

US20220235740 A1

A floating foundation for an offshore wind turbine, a system

Newtech AS ([NO])

for extracting energy from wind, and a method of installing a
wind turbine
US20220234520 A1

Load floor with electronic components

ABC TECHNOLOGIES INC.
([CA])

US20220235864 A1

Separating Device

GLATT GMBH ([DE])

US20220230999 A1

Display device

LG ELECTRONICS INC. ([KR])

US20220228918 A1

Metalenses for Use in Night-Vision Technology

Northeastern University ([US])

US20220227424 A1

Land vehicles incorporating monocoques and modular mold

Workhorse Group Inc. ([US])

systems for making the same
US20220227405 A1

High load capacity collapsible carts

ELDEN RICHARD ([US])

US20220226142 A1

Orthopedic shoulder device

DJO, LLC ([US])

US20220225882 A1

Epidermal Devices for Analysis of Temperature and Thermal

The Board of Trustees of the

Transport Characteristics

University of Illinois ([US])

Brewing unit for a coffee machine

Melitta Professional Coffee

US20220225814 A1

Solutions GmbH & Co. KG
([DE])
US20220225773 A1

Stowaway compact rocker

GCI Outdoor LLC ([US])

US20220228241 A1

Component, in particular for a vehicle, and method for

Daimler AG ([DE])

producing such a component
US20220228648 A1

8-speed gearbox

TRANSMISIONES Y EQUIPOS
MECANICOS, S.A. DE CV ([BE])

US20220220728 A1

Frames and derivative modules based on light weight

Blue Tomato, LLC ([US])

construction system with standard and transition panels
US20220219740 A1

Railway car truck system

ADVANCED TRUCK SYSTEMS
CORP. ([US])

US20220219372 A1

Method of producing a hollow body

MAGNA Energy Storage

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees
Systems GesmbH ([AT])

US20220218934 A1

Air delivery conduit

RESMED ASIA PTE. LTD. ([SG])

US20220218065 A1

Collapsible protective helmet

Coco Worldwide LTD ([GB])

US20220217868 A1

Cooling Device and Method of Manufacturing the Same

Aptiv Technologies Limited
([BB])

US20220212590 A1

Mobile performance stage

Wilson, SR. Thomas Randolph
([US])

US20220212354 A1

Brake assembly for a drive device in a robot

FRANKA EMIKA GMBH ([DE])

US20220212079 A1

Structures for sport fencing

FSCFP Corporation ([US])

US20220216779 A1

Superconducting induction rotating machine, and

KYUSHU UNIVERSITY,

superconducting drive force generating system using said

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

superconducting induction rotating machine

CORPORATION ([JP])
National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and
Technology ([JP])

US20220211024 A1

Drop-down applicators for an agricultural sprayer

Hagie Manufacturing
Company ([US])

US20220212088 A1

Rovings and fabrics for fiber-reinforced composites

PDA ECOLAB, SAS ([FR])

US20220213249 A1

Two-part interface materials, systems including the interface

DDP Specialty Electronic

material, and methods thereof

Materials US, LLC ([US])

Apparatus for Cross-Sectionally Shaping a Multiplicity of

FEDDEM GmbH & Co. KG

Plastics Fibre Bundles Guided in Parallel

([DE])

Vehicular seat

PROPRIETECT L.P. ([CA])

US20220212368 A1
US20220212579 A1

Handheld inspection device
WO2022159026 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

BILL ANDERSSON FORDONSLYFTAR AB ([SE])

B25J-001/04* |B25J-019/04
G03B-015/02

Inventors
RYMAN, Johan ([SE])
Priority data including date
SE2150078 2021-01-25 [2021SE-0050078]
Application data including date
WOSE2022/050067 2022-01-21 [2022WO-SE50067]
Publication(s)
A1 2022-07-28

This invention relates to a hand held inspection device for
remote field of view, comprising: an elongated shaft (2)
having a hand held end portion (3) and a remote end portion
(4), a camera (5), preferably a video camera, mounted at said
remote end portion (4), said 5 camera (5) having a lens (50)
for admitting an image and having a field of view (FW), a light
source (51) disposed adjacent said lens (50), a display (6)
operatively connected for receiving a signal from said video
camera (5) enabling displaying an image of objects in the field
of view (FW) and a power source (65) operatively connected
for supplying electrical power to said camera (5) and said
display (6), wherein said shaft (2) 10 includes a general line
of extension (10) of an upper main part, wherein said remote
end portion (4) protrudes along a straight line (SL) and is
generally rod shaped having a length (LS) between 50 mm to
300 mm and a maximal cross sectional measure not
exceeding 80 mm and that said straight line (SL) forms a
basic angle (δ) with said general line of extension (10) that is
between 95-125°, preferably 100-120°, and further 15 that
said elongated shaft (2) is arranged with a ground support
member (8).

|G03B-030/00 |H04N-005/222

H04N-005/225 |H04N-007/18 |

ANDERSSON, Kennet ([SE])

WO2022/159026

|G03B-005/00

Mixing device
WO2022158973 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PEETERS LANDBOUWMACHINES B.V. ([NL])

A01K-005/00* |B01F-027/052 |B01F-027/172
B01F-027/808 |B01F-027/9212

Inventors

|B01F-027/922

B01F-033/502 |

PEETERS, Daniel Petrus Marie ([NL])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Priority data including date

A01K-005/00/4 |B01F-027/052* |B01F-027/172

NL2027346 2021-01-19 [2021NL-2027346]

B01F-027/808 |B01F-027/922 |B01F-027/9212
B01F-033/502 |

Application data including date
WONL2022/050023 2022-01-19 [2022WO-NL50023]
Publication(s)
WO2022/158973

A1 2022-07-28

A mixing device comprising a holder (3) and a mixing element
which is provided in a mixing chamber of the holder (3), has a
central axle and is rotatable in relation to the holder (3) about
an axis of rotation (6) which coincides with the central axle.
The mixing element comprises an axle body (11) and a plateshaped mixing body (13) which extends around the axle body
(11), is connected to the axle body (11) and has a peripheral
edge (14) on the side facing away from the axle body (11).
The mixing element further comprises a plate-shaped
wearing body (21), connecting elements, wherein the shanks
(53) of the connecting elements respectively extend through
or at least into associated mutually aligned first holes (37, 41)
in the wearing body (21) and second holes (37, 41) in the
mixing body, and by means of which connecting elements the
at least one wearing body (21) is releasably connected to the
mixing body. The mixing body, at the location of the second
holes (37, 41) therein, on the side facing toward the wearing
body (21), is provided with recesses in the middle of which
the associated second holes (37, 41) are provided, wherein
parts of the wearing body (21) that surround the first holes
(37, 41) extend within the recesses.

Method and device for detecting and monitoring a structural change of structural components
of wind turbines
WO2022157303 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

EOLOTEC GMBH ([DE])

G01M-005/00* |G01M-011/08 |G01M-013/04

TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE NÜRNBERG GEORG SIMON
OHM ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
G01M-005/00/33*

Inventors

013/04

ENGELBRECHT, Rainer ([DE])

G01M-011/08/5

LOSERT, Wolfgang ([DE])
LUBER, Michael ([DE])
PICK, Mathias ([DE])
VINOGRADOV, Juri ([DE])
ZIEMANN, Olaf ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021200506 2021-01-21 [2021DE-10200506]
Application data including date
WOEP2022/051335 2022-01-21 [2022WO-EP51335]
Publication(s)
WO2022/157303

A1 2022-07-28

The method serves to detect and monitor a structural change
of structural components of wind turbines, specifically to
monitor a structural component for a material crack or to
monitor a distance between two structural components, with
at least one optical waveguide being positioned in the region
of the surface of the at least one structural component and
being guided along a region of the structural component to be
monitored, in such a way that a structural change leads to a
change in length of the optical waveguide, a measuring signal
furthermore being guided through the optical waveguide, said
measuring signal being evaluated in view of the change in
length of the optical waveguide and conclusions being drawn
about the structural change.

|G01M-005/00/25

|G01M-

|G01M-005/00/91

|

Casting mould for casting a vehicle wheel and method for casting a vehicle wheel
WO2022157113 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ENTEC-STRACON GMBH ([DE])

B22C-009/06* |B22C-009/08 |B22C-009/28
B22D-015/00

|B22D-017/22 |

Inventors
BUX, Ralf ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B22C-009/08/2*

|B22C-009/08 |B22D-015/00/5

Priority data including date

B22D-017/22

|B22D-017/22/72

DE102021101003 2021-01-19 [2021DE-10101003]

B22C-009/28

|

Application data including date
WOEP2022/050871 2022-01-17 [2022WO-EP50871]
Publication(s)
WO2022/157113

A1 2022-07-28

A casting mould (1) for casting a vehicle wheel has a mould
cavity (2) and a gating region (3), which adjoins the mould
cavity (2) and by way of which molten material for forming the
vehicle wheel can be fed to the mould cavity (2). A ratio or
modulus between the smallest cross-sectional area of the
gating region (3) and the volume of the mould cavity (2) is at
least 0.6 mm2/cm3.

|B22C-009/06

Electric machine having means for fastening the surface magnets on the rotor
WO2022156942 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ROLLS-ROYCE DEUTSCHLAND LTD & CO KG ([DE])

B64D-027/24* |H02K-001/278 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

KÜBEL, Thomas ([DE])

H02K-001/27/8*

RETTIG, Thomas ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021101258 2021-01-21 [2021DE-10101258]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/083386 2021-11-29 [2021WO-EP83386]
Publication(s)
WO2022/156942

A1 2022-07-28

The invention relates to an electric machine which has a
stator (1) and a rotor (2), which rotates inside the stator (1)
about a longitudinal axis (41). The rotor (2) has a plurality of
exterior surface magnets (5) which are arranged along the
circumference of the rotor (2). According to the invention, the
surface magnets (5) are each fastened to the rotor (2) by
means of a spoke (6) and are radially fixed.

|B64D-027/24 |

Co-filament, roving, yarn, semi-finished product, use of a co-filament, and method for producing
a co-filament
WO2022156922 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FIBRECOAT GMBH ([DE])

D02G-003/38* |D02G-003/44 |H01B-001/02
H05K-009/00

|

Inventors
HAAS, Richard ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

BRÜLL, Robert ([DE])

D02G-003/38

LÜKING, Alexander ([DE])

H01B-001/02* |H05K-009/00/9

Priority data including date
DE102021101494 2021-01-25 [2021DE-10101494]
Application data including date
WOEP2021/076363 2021-09-24 [2021WO-EP76363]
Publication(s)
WO2022/156922

A1 2022-07-28

The invention relates to a co-filament comprising a first
filament and a second filament, the first filament consisting
of an inorganic material, the first filament having a glass
transition temperature of greater than or equal to 400°C, the
second filament consisting of a metallic material, and the
second filament contacting the first filament. The invention
also relates to a roving, a yarn, and a semi-finished product
comprising this co-filament, to a use of this co-filament, and
to a method for producing this co-filament.

|D02G-003/44/1

|D02G-003/44/7
|

Stowaway compact rocker
WO2022155496 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

GCI OUTDOOR LLC ([US])

A47C-003/023* |A47C-003/025 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

SUN, Jim ([US])

A47C-003/025/5*

GRACE, Daniel R. ([US])

A47C-004/03

Priority data including date
US63/137,948P 2021-01-15 [2021US-63137948]
Application data including date
WOUS2022/012562 2022-01-14 [2022WO-US12562]
Publication(s)
WO2022/155496

A1 2022-07-21

A stowaway compact rocker having a set-up condition and a
collapsed and bundled condition comprises a stationary chair
frame base; a movable seating chair frame adapted for
rocking movement relative to the stationary chair frame base;
and a rocker mechanism operatively connected between the
stationary chair frame base and the movable seating chair
frame. The stationary chair frame base comprises a central
axle tube; a pair of leg plates disposed on the central axle
tube; front leg tubes; and rear legs tubes, each leg tube being
adapted for connection to a leg plate. The movable seating
chair frame comprises a pair of seat tube plates mounted on
the central axle tube for rotation thereabout; seat member
tubes, each being adapted for connection to a respective one
of the seat tube plates; and back-rest tubes, each being
adapted for connection to a respective one of the seat tube
plates.

|

|A47C-004/42 |A47C-004/02/1

Drive assembly
WO2022152735 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH ([DE])

B62K-019/34* |B62M-006/55 |F16B-005/02

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

RUPP, Philipp ([DE])

B62M-006/55* |B62K-019/34 |F16B-005/02/33

NGUYEN, Quoc-Dat ([DE])

F16B-037/12/5 |

BINDER, Julian ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021200416 2021-01-18 [2021DE-10200416]
Application data including date
WOEP2022/050512 2022-01-12 [2022WO-EP50512]
Publication(s)
WO2022/152735

A1 2022-07-21

The invention relates to a drive assembly (1) of a vehicle, in
particular a vehicle that can be operated using muscle power
and/or motor power, said drive assembly comprising: a drive
unit (2); a frame interface (3), at least part of the drive unit (2)
being located between a first wall (31) and a second wall (32)
of the frame interface (3); a first holder (41) which holds the
drive unit (2) on the first wall (31); and a second holder (42)
which holds the drive unit (2) on the second wall (32), the first
holder (41) having a tolerance compensation element (4)
which is screwed into the first wall (31), and the tolerance
compensation element (4) being screwed into the first wall
(31) in such a manner that the tolerance compensation
element (4) lies against a side of the drive unit (2) facing the
first wall (31) in order to span a gap (5) between the drive unit
(2) and the first wall (31).

Element receptacle
WO2022152594 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PERI SE ([DE])

E04G-001/15* |E04G-005/06 |E04G-007/02
E04G-007/30

|E04G-007/32 |E04G-007/34

Inventors
WINTER, Franz ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
E04G-001/15* |E04G-007/02 |E04G-005/06/1

Priority data including date

E04G-007/34

DE202021100196U 2021-01-15 [2021DE-20100196]

E04G-2001/155 |

Application data including date
WOEP2022/050079 2022-01-04 [2022WO-EP50079]
Publication(s)
WO2022/152594

A1 2022-07-21

The invention relates to an element receptacle for providing a
receptacle for a scaffolding element on a scaffolding element
already positioned, the element receptacle comprising a
receptacle, which has a receptacle interface for receiving a
scaffolding element, which also has at least one joint region
disposed adjacent to the receptacle interface, and which also
has a clamping region disposed adjacent to the joint region
on the side of the receptacle opposite the receptacle
interface. The element receptacle also comprises a retainer,
which has an attaching element for attaching to a scaffolding
element already positioned and which also has at least one
mating joint region. In the element receptacle, the joint region
of the receptacle is inserted into the mating joint region of the
retainer, or the mating joint region of the retainer is inserted
into the joint region of the receptacle, and, by means of this
operative connection between the joint region and the mating
joint region, the receptacle is guided for rotation relative to the
retainer about at least one first spatial axis. The invention also
relates to a connection system for connecting a scaffolding
portion

to

a

scaffolding

portion

already

positioned,

comprising at least one element receptacle and at least one
first horizontal bar, and to a method for mounting a
scaffolding portion on a scaffolding portion already
positioned.

|E04G-007/32 |E04G-007/30/1

Display substrate and manufacturing method therefor, and display apparatus
WO2022151681 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN])

H01L-027/12* |H01L-027/32 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

XU, Cheng ([CN])

H01L-027/32/44*

XU, Chen ([CN])

027/32/76
H01L-051/56

Priority data including date
CN202110039159 2021-01-13 [2021CN-0039159]
Application data including date
WOCN2021/105278 2021-07-08 [2021WO-CN105278]
Publication(s)
WO2022/151681

A1 2022-07-21

A display substrate and a manufacturing method therefor,
and a display apparatus. In a display substrate (100), each
sub-pixel (300) comprises: a conductive light-shielding
structure (122); a buffer layer (130), which is located on the
side of the conductive light-shielding structure (122) that is
away from a base substrate (110); a semiconductor layer
(140), which is located on the side of the buffer layer (130)
that is away from the conductive light-shielding structure
(122); an inter-layer insulating layer (170), which is located on
the side of the semiconductor layer (140) that is away from
the buffer layer (130); and a conductive layer (180), which is
located on the side of the inter-layer insulating layer (170) that
is away from the semiconductor layer (140), and comprises a
conductive structure (181). The conductive light-shielding
structure (122) comprises a first main body part (1220) and a
first recessed part (1224), wherein the average thickness of
the first recessed part (1224) in a direction perpendicular to
the base substrate (110) is less than the thickness of the first
main body part (1220) in the direction perpendicular to the
base substrate (110). The display substrate (100) further
comprises a first contact hole (251), wherein the first contact
hole (251) penetrates the inter-layer insulating layer (170) and
the buffer layer (130). The conductive structure (181) is
connected to the first recessed part (1224) by means of the
first contact hole (251). Therefore, the display substrate can
improve the effectiveness of an electrical connection
between a conductive structure and a conductive light-
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Systems and methods for structures used in sport fencing are
disclosed. In at least one embodiment, individual structure
blocks, of one or more structure blocks to be associated
together, have an upper layer, a shock absorption layer, and a
cell-support layer; and a conductive feature of an upper layer
connected with other conductive features enabling fencing
touches from weapons to the conductive feature results in
electrical grounding or an electrical transmission through the
two or more structure blocks and to a monitor device.
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A process for producing a high density aluminum alloy part
from a green part like those produced by binder jet additive
manufacturing is described. The process utilizes a build
powder that includes a densification aid mixed with the
aluminum alloy powder and gets incorporated into the green
part during the printing process. Certain embodiments
include a continuous high flow of nitrogen gas and controlled
heating of the green part and provides a high density
aluminum alloy part exhibiting densities of 95% or greater.
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Lime-pozzolan mortars with bio-aggregate for sound absorption and therm at, insulation
purposes
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The invention is related to a mortar comprising pure lime
(Ca(OH)2) as binder, pozzolanic additive, and wheat straw as
a bio-aggregate, that provides sound and thermal insulation.
Multi-layered

and

multifunctional

plaster

systems

or

insulation board systems are produced according to the
purpose, with mortars having different "bindenpozzolanic
additive:bio- aggregate" ratios.
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An undercarriage unit is provided. The undercarriage unit
comprises: a rotatable wheel; at least one electromagnet for
releasably coupling the undercarriage unit to the aircraft; a
switch for selectively activating and deactivating the at least
one electromagnet; and a controller arranged to actuate the
switch. An aircraft having the undercarriage unit is also
provided.
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General Remark to all subject matters disclosed above: It is
emphasised that the overall subject matter and overall
disclosure of this patent application shall not be limited by the
disclosure in the descriptions, claims and appendixes of
subject matters 01 to 11 (see above), but shall also include
any combinations of all features mentioned in the
descriptions, claims and appendixes of subject matters 01 to
11.
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Robotic system for automatic refuelling of vehicles
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The present disclosure relates to a robotic refuelling system
and method for automatically operating a fuel station (1) for
refuelling vehicles. The robotic refuelling system comprises a
first detection unit (16) for identifying the vehicle (5), a
collaborative robot arm (9) and an adapter tool (10)
connected to the collaborative robot arm (9). The system is
configured for detecting and identifying the vehicle (5), and
controlling the collaborative robot arm (9) and the adapter
tool (10) to engage at least one fuel dispenser unit (11) of the
fuel station (1) and refuel the vehicle (5).
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The invention relates to a 3D shape covering article
containing a reaction injection molded product as core layer
and two metal sheets located on both sides of the core layer,
and also to a battery pack containing the covering article and
the process for preparing the battery pack.
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Apparatus and method for floating display
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An apparatus and method for floating display. The apparatus
comprises: an optical imaging system (100, 200, 300, 400,
500, 600, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900,
2201), which is configured to receive, on an object plane (10)
thereof, light that constitutes an object plane image, so as to
present a floating image (a1b1, a2b2, a', o', b') at an output
image plane thereof, wherein the optical imaging system
(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600,
1700, 1800, 1900, 2201) comprises a main scattering screen
(120, 220, 320, 420, 520, 620, 1220, 1320, 1420, 1720, 1820)
for scattering light in a specific direction; an image display
unit (2202), which is configured to form the object plane
image on the object plane (10) of the optical imaging system
(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600,
1700, 1800, 1900, 2201), wherein the light that constitutes the
object plane image is propagated in the optical imaging
system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500,
1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2201), and reaches the main
scattering screen (120, 220, 320, 420, 520, 620, 1220, 1320,
1420, 1720, 1820), so as to form an illumination area on the
main scattering screen (120, 220, 320, 420, 520, 620, 1220,
1320, 1420, 1720, 1820); a detection unit (2203), which is
configured to detect feature information of a user; and a
control unit (2204), which is configured to acquire the feature
information from the detection unit (2203), and to change the
size and/or position of the illumination area on the main
scattering screen (120, 220, 320, 420, 520, 620, 1220, 1320,

1420, 1720, 1820) on the basis of a change in the feature
information and according to information of the optical
imaging system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, 2201), such that at least
one attribute of the floating image substantially remains
unchanged.
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A pair of intelligent control glasses. The pair of intelligent
control glasses comprises: a wearing unit (7), which
comprises two sets of image photographing modules, is worn
by a user, and is used for controlling a gesture and a head
posture; a carrying unit (6), which is used for the placement
of the wearing unit (7); and a control terminal, which is
connected to the wearing unit (7), wherein by means of the
wearing unit (7), a gesture image and the head posture are
photographed, and transmitted to a visual computing module,
and the visual computing module performs an operation on
the gesture image and the head posture and converts same
into control signals, so as to control the control terminal. The
pair of intelligent control glasses has a simple structure,
convenient operation, a light weight, a small volume, and is
comfortable to wear.
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Disclosed is a leading edge structure (1) for a flow control
system of an aircraft (101), comprising a double-walled
leading edge panel (3) that surrounds a plenum (7) in a curved
manner, wherein the leading edge panel (3) has a first side
portion (11) extending to a first attachment end (17), wherein
the leading edge panel (3) has a second side portion (13)
extending to a second attachment end (19), wherein the
leading edge panel (3) comprises an inner wall element (21)
facing the plenum (7), an outer wall element (23) for contact
with an ambient flow (25), a core assembly (97), wherein the
outer wall element (23) comprises a plurality of micro pores
(31) forming a fluid connection between the core assembly
(97) and the ambient flow (25), and wherein the inner wall
element (21) comprises openings (33) forming a fluid
connection between the core assembly (97) and the plenum
(7). The object, to provide a leading edge structure with
increased flow efficiency, is achieved in that the outer wall
element (23) extends from the first attachment end (17) to
the second attachment end (19).
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Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft
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Disclosed is a leading edge structure (1) for a flow control
system of an aircraft (101), comprising a double-walled
leading edge panel (3) that surrounds a plenum (7) in a curved
manner, wherein the leading edge panel (3) has a first side
portion (11) extending to a first attachment end (17), wherein
the leading edge panel (3) has a second side portion (13)
extending to a second attachment end (19), wherein the
leading edge panel (3) comprises an inner wall element (21)
facing the plenum (7), an outer wall element (23) for contact
with an ambient flow (25), a core assembly (97), wherein the
outer wall element (23) comprises a plurality of micro pores
(31) forming a fluid connection between the core assembly
(97) and the ambient flow (25), and wherein the inner wall
element (21) comprises openings (33) forming a fluid
connection between the core assembly (97) and the plenum
(7). The object, to provide a leading edge structure that allows
for a minimized thickness of the outer wall element, is
achieved in that at the first attachment end (17) and/or at the
second attachment end (19) the outer wall element (23) is
attached to the inner wall element (21) by both bonding and

|B64C-005/06 |

fasteners (85, 87, 89, 91).

Structure or component for high temperature applications and method and device for its
manufacture
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In order to provide structures which withstand hightemperature applications with higher process temperatures
and difficult chemical conditions, the invention provides a
structure for high-temperature applications, comprising a
basic structure which has a ceramic composite material and
a coating of a metal semimetal compound, a metal boride
and/or a metal carbide and/or a metal nitride. The invention
also relates to a production method and a coating device for
use therein.
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Flame-retardant impregnate and laminate, panel with flame retardant impregnate, method for
producing the impregnate and panel
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The invention relates to an impregnate for use in a laminate,
having a layer (2) made of a cellulose-based material and
having at least one impregnation with a synthetic resin, in
which the technical problem, The aim of the invention is to
improve impregnates and laminates and the panels produced
therefrom with regard to fire protection and to provide a
simpler production. to this end, at least one impregnation
comprises a flame-retardant additive. The invention also
relates to a laminate comprising an impregnate, a plate
comprising a carrier plate and an impregnate, and to a
method for the production thereof.
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Method for producing a hollow body
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A method for producing a hollow body for storing gases,
wherein the hollow body comprises at least one boss part (1)
with a projection (2), wherein the hollow body is produced by
blow moulding, wherein the boss part (1) is provided with a
plastic or a reactive material as a casing (3), at least in a
region of the projection (2), and is heated, then the heated,
sheathed boss part (1) is introduced into a blowing tool (4)
and is surrounded by a plastic tube (5) in order to form the
hollow body, then the plastic hose (5) is permanently brought
into contact with the casing (3) on the projection (2) of the
foot part (1), so that the plastic of the plastic hose (5) is
permanently bonded to the plastic or the reactive material of
the casing (3), wherein the plastic of the plastic tube (5) is
brought into its final shape of the hollow body by applying an
internal pressure.
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Cooling device (100) for cooling a plurality of high-power
electronic components (7) mounted on a circuit board (1). A
plurality of cooling plate assemblies (3a-d) are provided, each
including a cooling plate (31) for mating to one of the highpower electronic components (7). An enclosure (32) is
mounted to each cooling plate (31) for defining a coolant
transport path over at least part of a surface thereof. One or
more conduits (4) connect between the cooling plate
assemblies (3) for fluid communication between their
respective coolant transport paths. The conduits (4) are
flexible such that the relative positions of the cooling plates
(31) are adjustable for mating to respective high-power
electronic components (7) in different planes. The cooling
plates (31) are formed of sheet metal and each cooling plate
includes a mating face (311) for mating flat against a top
surface of its respective high-power electronic component
(7).
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Cooling device (100) for cooling a plurality of high-power
electronic components (7) mounted on a circuit board (1). A
plurality of cooling plate assemblies (3a-d) are provided, each
including a cooling plate (31) for mating to one of the highpower electronic components (7). An enclosure (32) is
mounted to each cooling plate (31) for defining a coolant
transport path over at least part of a surface thereof. One or
more conduits (4) connect between the cooling plate
assemblies (3) for fluid communication between their
respective coolant transport paths. The conduits (4) are
flexible such that the relative positions of the cooling plates
(31) are adjustable for mating to respective high-power
electronic components (7) in different planes.
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A display device, an electronic apparatus and a method for
manufacturing the display device are disclosed. The display
device includes an array substrate and a first thin film
encapsulation layer disposed on the array substrate. The
array substrate is a silicon based organic light-emitting diode
array substrate, and the array substrate includes a silicon
substrate and a light-emitting device disposed on the silicon
substrate; a second thin film encapsulation layer disposed
between the light-emitting device and the first thin film
encapsulation layer; and a color filter layer disposed between
the first thin film encapsulation layer and the second thin film
encapsulation layer, at each edge of the first thin film
encapsulation layer, an orthographic projection of the array
substrate on a plane parallel to the array substrate extends
beyond an orthographic projection of the first thin film
encapsulation layer on the plane. The display device can
prevent the first film encapsulation layer from cracking when
the panel is cut, thereby preventing water and oxygen in the
outside atmosphere from invading the light-emitting device in
the display device through the cracks of the first film
encapsulation layer, enhancing encapsulation for blocking
water and oxygen to prolong the service life of the display
device.
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Display substrate, display panel, and manufacturing method of display substrate
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A display substrate, a display panel, and a manufacturing
method of a display substrate are provided. The display
substrate includes a base substrate, a first electrode, a lightemitting functional layer, and a second electrode. The first
electrode is on the base substrate, the light-emitting
functional layer is on a side of the first electrode away from
the base substrate, the second electrode is on a side of the
light-emitting functional layer away from the first electrode,
and the first electrode, the light-emitting functional layer, and
the second electrode constitute a light-emitting element; the
light-emitting functional layer includes a first functional layer
and a second functional layer on a side of the first functional
layer away from the base substrate, an orthographic
projection of an edge of the second functional layer on the
base substrate is within an orthographic projection of an edge
of the first functional layer on the base substrate, and an area
of an orthographic projection of the second functional layer
on the base substrate is smaller than an area of an
orthographic projection of the first functional layer on the
base substrate; and the second electrode covers at least one
side surface of the light-emitting functional layer and a
portion of a surface of the light-emitting functional layer away
from the base substrate, and is in contact with the at least one
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side surface of the light-emitting functional layer and the
portion of the surface of the light-emitting functional layer
away from the base substrate.
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Provided is a cordless lamp including a housing, a lightemitting module (3), a switch (7), a button assembly (8), and
a power supply (9). The housing defines a mounting cavity,
and a sidewall of the mounting cavity is provided with a fitting
hole. The light-emitting module (3) is arranged in the housing
and includes a circuit board (32) and a light-emitting element
(33) arranged on the circuit board (32). The switch (7) is
arranged in the housing and electrically connected to the
circuit board (32), and is used to control turning on and off of
the light-emitting element (3) and provided with a trigger
surface. The button assembly (8) includes a button (81) and
a protective cover (82). The button (81) is inserted through
the fitting hole, and one end of the button (81) is operative to
abut the trigger surface. The protective cover (82) is sleeved
on another end of the button (81), and abuts a sidewall of the
housing. The power supply (9) is arranged in the housing and
electrically connected to the circuit board (32).
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Cordless lamp
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Provided is a cordless lamp including a bottom housing (1), a
cover housing (2), and a light-emitting module (3). The bottom
housing (1) has an open upper end, which is provided with a
clamping groove (11) and a snap ring (12) arranged on an
inner wall of the bottom housing (1). The cover housing (2)
has an open lower end, and is interlocked with the bottom
housing (1). The cover housing (2) is provided with a first (21)
and a second (22) locking protrusion. The first locking
protrusion (21) is snap-fitted with the snap ring (12) so that
the open upper end of the bottom housing (1) abuts an open
lower end of the cover housing (2) to form a first waterproof
structure. The second locking protrusion (22) is fitted with the
clamping groove (11), and an adhesive is filled between the
second locking protrusion (22) and the clamping groove (11)
to form a second waterproof structure. The light-emitting
module (3) is arranged between the bottom housing (1) and
the cover housing (2).
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Wall building block, in particular masonry block, for controlled room ventilation as well as roller
shutter, textile screen and storage box
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The invention relates to a wall building block having an in
particular cuboid basic body (3) which, in the installed state,
has a building-inner basic body inner side (17), a buildingouter basic body outer side (19) and basic body end sides (13,
15) running transversely thereto, wherein a hollow profile (25)
for a fan unit (33) is formed in the base body (3), by means of
which ventilation of the room takes place, wherein a profile
opening (27) inside the building is formed on the inner side
(17) of the base body, via which opening the hollow profile
(25) of the base body opens to the inside of the building.
According to the invention, a profile opening (29) on the
outside of the building is provided on at least one of the two
end faces (13, 15) of the base body, via which opening the
hollow profile (25) of the base body is open on the end face,
while the base body outer side (19) is preferably closed, i.e. is
formed without a profile opening, so that the air flow
generated in the fan operation can be deflected in the base
body (3), in particular at right angles.
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Method for producing a component from a fibre-reinforced plastic
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The invention relates to a method for producing a component
(1, 33) from a fibre-reinforced plastic according to a threedimensional winding method, wherein at least one thread
carrier (11) with a thread-shaped fibre material (12) provided
on at least one bobbin (18) and designed as a towpreg semifinished product is wound by means of at least one computercontrolled winding device, is wound with at least one winding
pattern, wherein the towpreg semi-finished product consists
of a mixture (30) of a thermosetting resin, at least one
hardener, at least one accelerator and plastic fibres (29)
embedded in the mixture (30), wherein the fibre material (12)
is guided by a fibre guide device (25), is guided on the thread
carrier (11) and is deflected by the guide element (24) during
the formation of the winding pattern, wherein the fibre
material (12) is temporarily brought into contact with the
guide element (24) during a deflection, wherein the
proportions of hardener and accelerator, in the thermosetting
resin are selected in such a way that a temporary liquefaction
of the thermosetting resin occurs as a result of frictional heat
generated by a deflection of the fibre material (12) at the
surface of the fibre material (12) and/or as a result of
additional heat input in the contact region with the guide
element (24).
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Photovoltaic module
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The invention relates to a mobile photovoltaic module having
at least one flexible solar panel which has a surface extending
in one plane or three-dimensionally, and having a supporting
frame on which the at least one solar panel is mounted. [0003]
2. The photovoltaic module according to the invention is
characterized in that the solar panel projects with its surface
over the support frame along an edge region of the solar
panel.

Co-Filament, Roving, yarn, semi-finished product, use of a co-filament and method for
producing a co-filament
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The invention relates to a Co-Filament comprising a first
Filament and a second Filament, wherein the first Filament
consists of an inorganic material, wherein the first Filament
has a glass transition temperature of greater than or equal to
400 DEG C, wherein the second Filament consists of a
metallic material, wherein the second Filament contacts the
first Filament. The invention also relates to a Roving, a yarn
and a semi-finished product comprising said Co-Filament, to
the use of said co-filament and to a method for producing
said co-filament.
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Electric machine and method for cleaning an air gap in an electric machine
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The invention relates to an electrical machine which has: a
Stator (1) which forms a cylindrical inner surface (11), a rotor
(2) which rotates on the inside of the stator (1) about a
longitudinal axis (31) which defines an axial direction, the
rotor (2) forming a cylindrical outer surface (21), and an air
gap (3) formed between the cylindrical outer surface (21) of
the rotor (2) and the cylindrical inner surface (11) of the stator
(1). Means (4) are provided for providing an air flow in the air
gap (3), the air flow flowing in and/or counter to the axial
direction in the air gap (3). The invention also relates to a
method for cleaning an air gap in an electric machine.
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Use of heat source for power generation and aircraft with cooling system
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The invention relates to a cooling system (10) with a twophase refrigerant, comprising a condenser (110), an
evaporator (130) and a conveying device (120). The
evaporator (130) is integrated in a heat source (130, 172) or
is thermally coupled thereto. Expanding gaseous refrigerant
from the evaporator (130) in an expander (160), converting it
to mechanical energy, and using it to drive a generator (162)
for power generation. The invention also relates to an aircraft
comprising a cooling system (10), wherein an electric drive (5,
7) is supplied with current from a fuel cell (130, 172) cooled
by the cooling system and the generator (162) of the cooling
system (10).
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Fire-resistant composite part
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The invention relates to a composite part (1) comprising at
least one organic film (2) and at least one encapsulation (3).
the at least one encapsulation (3) is refractory and is arranged
in such a way that each edge of the at least one organic film
(2) is completely covered.
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Electric machine
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The invention relates to an electric machine comprising a
Stator (1) and a rotor (2) which rotates about a longitudinal
axis (41) on the inside of the stator (1). The rotor (2) has a
plurality of external surface magnets (5) which are arranged
along the circumference of the rotor (2). According to the
invention, the surface magnets (5) are each fixed and radially
fixed to the rotor (2) by means of at least one spoke (6).
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The invention relates to a drive arrangement (1) of a vehicle
which can be operated, in particular, with muscle power
and/or motor power, comprising a drive unit (2), a frame
interface (3), wherein the drive unit (2) is arranged at least
partially between a first wall (31) and a second wall (32) of
the frame interface (3), a first holder (41) which holds the
drive unit (2) on the first wall (31), and a second holder (42)
which holds the drive unit (2) on the second wall (32), wherein
the first holder (41) has a tolerance compensation element
(4) screwed into the first wall (31), and wherein the tolerance
compensation element (4) is screwed into the first wall (31)
in such a way that, characterized in that the tolerance
compensation element (4) bears against a side of the drive
unit (2) facing the first wall (31) in order to bridge a gap (5)
between the drive unit (2) and the first wall (31).

Method and device for recycling organic materials
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The invention relates to a method for producing Biogas from
biomass which is conveyed in a mass flow through the biogas
plant, characterized by the following method steps: a)
collecting biomass in the form of plant residues, food
residues or other organic waste or raw materials, b)
hydrolyzing the biomass during a residence time in a number
of hydrolysis tanks connected in parallel in the mass flow, as
a result of which the biomass is converted into a hydrolysate
having a pH of less than 7, c) collecting the gas formed in step
b) and separating the hydrogen formed from other gases, in
particular from CO.2, d) transferring liquid hydrolysate formed
in step c) from each of the hydrolysis tanks into a common
liquid store located downstream of the hydrolysis tanks, e)
discharging the hydrolysate to one or more fermenters for
obtaining methane from the hydrolysate, in particular with the
addition of methane-producing bacterial cultures.
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A casting mould (1) for casting a vehicle wheel has a mould
cavity (2) and a sprue region (3) which adjoins the mould
cavity (2) and via which molten material can be fed to the
mould cavity (2) in order to form the vehicle wheel. A ratio or
modulus between the smallest cross-sectional area of the
sprue region (3) and the volume of the mold cavity (2) is at
least 0.7 mm.2/cm3.
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The known cooking systems comprising hob and cooking
vessel do not permit high energy efficiency, since the bottom
of the cooking vessel cannot be sufficiently thermally
insulated. The novel heating device enables complete thermal
insulation of the cooking vessel in such cooking systems and
thus high energy efficiency. The cooking system comprises
an inner vessel (1) for the food to be cooked and an electrical
heating element (2) which is connected via cables to the
secondary side (3) of a high-frequency transformer with a
shell-type core. This results in a spatial separation between
transformer and heating element. it makes it possible to
surround the inner vessel completely with thermal insulation
(5) without touching the small distance between the
secondary side (4) and primary side (4) of the transformer,
which is meaningful, for example, for reasons of efficiency or
EMC. The primary side is, analogously to the known induction
cooker, part of the energy source induction cooker (6). The
inner vessel, heating element, secondary side, thermal
insulation and insulating vessel (7) are located in the outer
vessel (9), which forms the cooking vessel (11) with the lid (8)
and electronics. The cooking system resembles the known
induction cooking, but, in contrast, achieves energy savings
of up to approximately 80% in cooking processes such as
sous vides for several hours, without the risk of skin burns or
material damage, since the surfaces of the cooking vessel
and cooking surface (13) remain cold as a result of the
gapless insulation.
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Silencer of an exhaust system of an internal combustion
engine, having a housing (12) which delimits a silencer
volume (14) and has at least one silencer inlet (31) and at
least one silencer outlet (33), a separate stiffening structure
(18; 70) for stiffening the housing (12), which stiffening
structure extends through the silencer volume (14), and a
fastening element (44; 74) For fastening the silencer to a
holding structure (50), wherein the housing (12) has a
through-opening (46; 72) in the region of the stiffening
structure (18; 70) and the stiffening structure (18; 70) has the
fastening element (44; 74), wherein the fastening element (44;
74) projects out of the silencer volume (14) through the
through-opening (46; 72).
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The invention relates to a respiratory air disinfection device
having a housing (32) which can be worn on the body of a
living being (2), having a respiratory air irradiation chamber
(33) which is formed in the housing (32) and through which a
free flow can pass, at least one UV-LED unit (31, 31.1, 31.2)
which is arranged in the housing (32) and irradiates into the
respiratory air irradiation chamber (33), and at least one
cooling body (37) which extends outside the respiratory air
irradiation chamber (33) and which is thermally coupled both
to the at least one UV-LED unit (31, 31.1, 31.2) and to the
chamber inner wall (36, 39, 40) consisting of the thermally
conductive material. The invention also relates to a breathing
mask comprising such a breathing air disinfection device
(30).
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Method and device for joining profile components by means of a supporting framework made
of fibre composite material
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Device for swathing stalk material
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Device for windrowing stalk material (3), comprising either at
least two deflection rollers (100) which are arranged
approximately parallel to one another and are rotatable about
a respective axis (101), the axes (101) being inclined forwards
relative to the ground (2) during operation perpendicularly or
approximately perpendicularly in the direction of travel, and a
belt (102) which circulates over the deflection rollers (100)
and has two mutually opposite surfaces,- or a circular belt
which is mounted over a central axis and can rotate,
characterised in that for receiving and conveying the stalk
material (3) at least one entrainment element (10) is fastened
to the belt (102) so as to circulate in the direction of travel of
the belt (102) and at an angle (W1) to the ground (2) which
lies between -20 and 60 degrees inclusive, in operation, it is
arranged at an outermost end region opposite the belt (102)
at a predetermined distance above the floor (2) and, at least
in the region of the mutually opposite surfaces of the belt
(102), forms a surface between the deflection rollers (100) or
over the entire circular belt, in which surface it acts as a
conveyor belt for the stalk material (3).
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The road-capable catamaran unit is characterized in that it
consists of a combination of floating unit (2) and
undercarriage with wheels (1, 3, 7, 8), which forms a fixed unit.
As a result, an additional transport trailer for the transport of
the catamaran unit on the land path is dispensed with.
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Card bag, interior lining of a vehicle door and vehicle
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Product with a rough surface in certain areas
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Product (1; 1 a) having a surface (3; 3 a) which is rough in
regions, characterized in that the product is produced by a
method in which the surface (3; 3 a) which is rough in regions
is produced by introducing particles (6, 7) into a region (8),
close to the surface, of a semifinished product (4) and
detaching the particles from the region (8), close to the
surface, of the semifinished product.
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Railway vehicle with a pivoting bridge
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Railway vehicle having a pivoting bridge for receiving cargo,
in particular for receiving at least one trailer, wherein the
railway vehicle has two running gear units, between which a
support structure extends along a track and wherein the
swivel bridge is pivotably coupled to the railway car by means
of a swivel bearing, characterised in that the swivel bearing is
arranged above a first wheel set.
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Polymer dispersed liquid crystal display device and method for manufacturing same
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Provided is a polymer dispersed liquid crystal display device
including: a pair of substrates including an electrode on at
least one substrate; and a composite layer disposed between
the pair of substrates. The composite layer includes a liquid
crystal component and a polymer network constituted by a
cured product of a photopolymerizable liquid crystal
compound, and is in a transparent state when no voltage is
applied and in a scattering state when a voltage is applied,
and the polymer network has a helical structure with a number
of turns of from one to less than eight in the composite layer.
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Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft
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A leading edge structure (1) for a flow control system of an
aircraft (101) including a double-walled leading edge panel (3)
with a first side portion (11) extending to a first attachment
end (17), a second side portion (13) extending to a second
attachment end (19), an inner wall element (21) facing a
plenum (7), an outer wall element (23) facing ambient flow
(25), and a core assembly (97). The outer wall element (23)
includes micro pores (31) and the inner wall element (21)
includes openings (33) which form a fluid connection from
ambient flow, through the core assembly (97) and to the
plenum (7). The thickness of the outer wall element is
reduced due to the first attachment end (17) and/or at the
second attachment end (19) attached to the inner wall
element (21) by both bonding and fasteners (85, 87, 89, 91).

A floating foundation for an offshore wind turbine, a system for extracting energy from wind,
and a method of installing a wind turbine
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A floating foundation for an offshore wind turbine has a
center pipe, a buoyancy section, a weight section, and a
plurality of wire ropes, The buoyancy section is connected to
the center pipe to keep the foundation floating. The weight
section is connected to the center pipe to provide stability to
the foundation. The wire ropes are connected to the buoyancy
section and the weight section and are arranged for being
tensioned so as to add bending strength to the foundation
The floating foundation has hoisting means for lowering or
raising the center pipe. The hoisting means includes winches
for increasing or decreasing a length of each of wire ropes
connecting the buoyancy section and the weight section, for
lowering or raising the center pipe of the floating foundation.
A system is disclosed for extracting energy from wind. A
method is disclosed for installing a wind turbine.
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A load floor assembly for a motor vehicle. The load floor
assembly comprises a structural core, a first surface layer
situated on a first side of the structural core, and a second
surface layer situated on a second side of the structural core.
The load floor assembly also includes an embedded layer
positioned intermediate at least one of the first and second
surface layers and the structural core. At least one electronic
component is incorporated into the embedded layer, to
provide a secondary functionality to the load floor assembly.
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A separating device with a separating unit for separating and
sealing two chambers of a container. The separating unit
includes a main body which has a radial outer peripheral
surface designed as a sealing surface. The separating unit
includes a support structure arranged in the region of the
outer periphery, the main body with the support structure
forms a receiving space which at least partly receives the
inflatable seal, and the separating unit in the installed state is
arranged in the container which includes a container wall
which forms the counter scaling surface in a manner such
that the scaling surface is annularly enclosed by the counter
sealing surface.
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Discussed is a display device, including a substrate, a
substrate electrode disposed on the substrate, a magnetic
portion disposed and having a magnetic property on an upper
surface of the substrate, and a plurality of light-emitting
devices respectively disposed on the magnetic portion,
wherein the each of the plurality of light-emitting devices
includes a magnetic electrode forming an attractive force
with the magnetic portion.
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Metalenses for Use in Night-Vision Technology
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Thin film infrared (IR) imaging devices including a metalens
layer configured to focus IR radiation onto a plasmonic
absorber layer are provided for thin form factor and
lightweight design of IR imaging devices. The devices can be
produced using directed assembly methods and transfer
printing of nanoelements. The fabrication methods are
scalable and provide low cost means to produce the IR
imaging devices.
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Land vehicles, modular systems for forming monocoques of
land vehicles, and methods of forming monocoques of land
vehicles using modular systems are disclosed herein. In
certain embodiments, the land vehicles are provided as
delivery vehicles and/or utility vehicles. A land vehicle
includes a monocoque supporting a plurality of wheels to
permit movement of the vehicle relative to an underlying
surface in use of the land vehicle.
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Compressible carts and methods for using the same are
provided. The compressible carts include a rigid frame having
a front wall, a rear wall, a right sidewall, a left sidewall, a
bottom wall, a rotatable base panel, a rigid cover panel, a
handle, and a plurality of wheel assemblies. The compressible
carts may also include on each sidewall one or more
fastening

mechanisms,

such

as

slideable

members

cooperatively engaging tracks or fastening connectors, and
are movable between an open position to allow the sidewall
to fold inwardly, to a closed position to selectively lock the
panels of the sidewall. The plurality of wheel assemblies may
include a plurality of rotatable swivel wheels mounted
underneath the bottom wall, or a plurality of wheels rotatably
coupled to a plurality of spokes, where each spoke is coupled
to a revolving spindle.
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Disclosed is a shoulder brace for immobilization of the arm
and shoulder joint in neutral abduction/adduction. Methods
of using the brace and methods of treating shoulder injuries
are similarly provided.
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Provided are tissue-mounted devices and methods for
monitoring a thermal transport property (e.g., thermal
conductivity, thermal diffusivity, heat capacity) of tissue, such
as skin. The devices conformally mount to the tissue and
have one or more thermal actuators and a plurality of sensors.
The actuator applies heat to the tissue and the sensors to
detect a spatio temporal distribution of a physiological tissue
parameter or physical property resulting from the heating.
This spatio temporal information may be correlated with a
rate, velocity and/or direction of blood flow, the presence of a
vascular occlusion, circulation changes due to inflammation,
hydration level and other physiological parameters.
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Brewing unit for a coffee machine
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A brewing unit for a piston coffee machine is designed as a
spindle brewing unit with an outer spindle and inner spindle,
and with a brewing slide as a brewing chamber, two piston
units in the form of a showerhead and a plunger, a drive
motor, and at least one gearing mechanism.
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Stowaway compact rocker
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A stowaway compact rocker having a set-up condition and a
collapsed and bundled condition comprises a stationary chair
frame base; a movable seating chair frame adapted for
rocking movement relative to the stationary chair frame base;
and a rocker mechanism operatively connected between the
stationary chair frame base and the movable seating chair
frame. The stationary chair frame base comprises a central
axle tube; a pair of leg plates disposed on the central axle
tube; front leg tubes; and rear legs tubes, each leg tube being
adapted for connection to a leg plate. The movable seating
chair frame comprises a pair of seat tube plates mounted on
the central axle tube for rotation thereabout; seat member
tubes, each being adapted for connection to a respective one
of the seat tube plates; and back-rest tubes, each being
adapted for connection to a respective one of the seat tube
plates.
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A component includes a sub-region, where the component is
produced at least in the sub-region by an additive
manufacturing process. The sub-region is produced from an
aluminum alloy which has 12% by weight to 40% by weight
silicon, 0.3% by weight to 4% by weight copper, 0.2% by weight
to 0.7% by weight magnesium, at most 1% by weight iron, at
most 0.5% by weight zirconium, and a remainder which
includes aluminum and further accompanying elements
and/or production-related impurities that each have a mass
fraction of at most 0.3 percent individually and that in total
have a mass fraction of at most 1.5 percent.
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Disclosed is an 8-speed gearbox for a dual clutch
transmission, with a particular gear arrangement of the gears
on the countershaft, wherein the speed or reverse gear of a
gear pair that is a permanently rotationally and axially fixed
gear is the radially smaller of the gear pair. One or two cluster
gears may be provided, each cluster gear having two gears
axially paired attached to the countershaft by a shrink fit
connection.

Frames and derivative modules based on light weight construction system with standard and
transition panels
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Modular building methods and systems using precision
machined modular panels. Standard modular panels are used
for constructing walls, floor, and roof, with transitions from
wall to roof and wall to floor provided by special transition
panels. The standard panels include a channel formed
configured to receive a flange of a C-channel member. The
present method progresses by installation of a foam panel (or
stack or row of such panels), followed by installation of a Cchannel member, with the flange of such member engaged in
the panels, followed by installation of an adjacent row or
stack of panels, before installation of the next, adjacent Cchannel member. Such alternating placement of panels and
frame members eliminates the need for a tape measure, the
need for any independent frame for the building, and ensures
the walls, floor, and roof are square and plumb, as the
precision machined panels ensure these requirements are
met.
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Railway car truck system
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A steering mechanism for a rail vehicle includes two steering
arms, each including a pair of support arms that have a joining
component with a recess. The two steering arms are
articulated in a manner that maintains a minimum separation
between the steering arms so that the arms can rotate relative
to one another. The minimum separation is maintained by an
insert that installs into the joining component recesses
components of each of the steering arms. The insert has two
sides, each side having a flexible material and forming a
shape that mates with the recess. The insert provides
resistance to the rotation between the first and second
steering arms, and the resistance depends on the stiffness of
the flexible material of the insert.
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A method for producing a hollow body for storing gases, the
hollow body including at least one boss part having a
projection. The method includes providing a sheathing
composed of a plastic material or a reactive material, over the
at least one boss part, at least in a region of the projection.
The sheathed at least one boss part is then heated and
introduced into a blow mould, where it is surrounding with a
plastic tube to form the hollow body. The plastic tube is then
brought into permanent contact with the sheathing on the
projection to thereby obtain a permanent material connection
between the plastic of the plastic tube to the plastic or the
reactive material of the sheathing. An internal pressure is then
applied to the plastic of the plastic tube to obtain a final shape
of the hollow body.
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Methods of manufacturing components and devices for
providing respiratory pressure therapy, and components
manufactured according to the methods. Support structures
are provided for the components. In embodiments, the
support structures may be rigid rings. Alternatively, resilient
materials are applied to components to create resilient
reinforcing elements. The devices and components include
conduits to deliver flows of pressurised gas to a patient
interface, positioning and stabilising structures having
headgear tubes with support elements, and patient interfaces
including the conduits.
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Collapsible protective helmet
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A collapsible protective helmet (10) comprises an impactresistant base body (11) intended to encircle the head of a
wearer and an impact-resistant crown (12) coupled to the
base body by coupling means to be movable between a
protective position in which the crown is supported by the
base body in an orientation in which the crown covers the top
of the head of the wearer and a stored position inverted
relative to the protective position in which the crown is
supported by, but nested in, the base body. The helmet further
comprises releasable locking means for locking the base
body (11) and crown (12) together in each of the two
positions of the crown. The coupling means permits
movement between those positions by pivotation of the
crown relative to the base body in a direction away from the
base body so as to no longer be supported by the base body
rotation of the crown relative to the base body through
substantially 180 degrees and pivotation of the crown relative
to the base body in a direction towards the base body so as
to again be supported by the base body.
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An apparatus or system can act as a cooling device
configured for cooling a plurality of high-power electronic
components mounted on a circuit board. The apparatus
includes a plurality of cooling plate assemblies, the cooling
plate assemblies each including a cooling plate for mating to
one of the high-power electronic components and an
enclosure mounted to the cooling plate for defining a coolant
transport path over at least part of a surface thereof. The
apparatus further includes one or more flexible conduits that
connect between the cooling plate assemblies for fluid
communication between their respective coolant transport
paths.
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A braking device for a drive device of a joint between two links
of a robot arm including a brake activating device and a
locking element, wherein the brake activating device is
designed to bring the locking element into engagement with
a rotor of the drive device as required in order to halt rotation
of the rotor, the locking element being designed as a bolt and
the braking element being designed as a braking star with
webs which have a defined impact surface for the bolt.
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An object of the invention is to provide a superconducting
induction rotating machine that is smaller, more power-saving
for its operation, and widely applicable as a propulsion
generation system. According to the present invention, there
is provided a superconducting induction rotating machine 1
that has a stator 14 for which a plurality of superconducting
armature coils 15 are placed along the circumferential
direction, and a rotor 18 provided rotatably around a central
axis line in a state opposing the stator 14 with a
predetermined gap interposed, wherein the rotor 18 is
configured of a complex consisting of a cylindrical electrically
conductive material layer 22 disposed on a side opposing the
stator 14, and a magnetic material layer 23 disposed on an
opposite side to the side opposing the stator 14 of the
electrically conductive material layer 22, and wherein the
superconducting induction rotating machine 1 rotationally
drives the rotor by generating a rotational torque in the rotor
18 with a rotating magnetic field created by the armature coils
25 while the superconducting armature coils 15 disposed on
the stator 14 being cooled to a superconducting state.
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An agricultural vehicle is moveable across a surface. The
agricultural vehicle includes a chassis, a traction member
coupled to the chassis with the traction member configured
to engage the surface and move the chassis relative to the
surface, a holding tank coupled to the chassis with the
holding tank configured to support agricultural matter, a
support boom coupled to the chassis, and a plurality of
applicator assemblies. Each applicator assembly of the
plurality of applicator assemblies includes a resilient body
coupled to the support boom, a foot coupled to the body with
the foot configured to be biased into engagement with the
surface via the resiliency of the body, and a nozzle. The nozzle
is in communication with the holding tank and configured to
dispense the agricultural matter.
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The present disclosure relates to a roving or fabric for a fiberreinforced composite, comprising:—natural or synthetic
fibers or rovings (104); and—one or more cork threads (102).
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The teachings herein relate to new compositions for thermal
interface

materials

that

provide

improved

thermal

conductivity without requiring filler materials that are
expensive or abrasive. The improved thermal conductivity is
achieved using a combination of increased filler loading,
selection of a filler having abroad particle size distribution,
and selection of filler that is non-abrasive. The thermal
interface material preferably has a specific gravity of about
4.0 or less, about 3.0 or less, about 2.5 or less, or about 2.4 or
less. The thermal interface material may be a two-part
composition. In order to achieve maximum thermal
conductivity, each part preferably includes a liquid matrix
material and dispersed filler. Upon mixing, the first and
second parts may react to increase this viscosity (e.g., by
polymerizing and/or cross-linking). The first part preferably
includes a carbamate-containing compound that reacts with
a carbamate-reactive compound, which is preferably in the
second component. The first part preferably is substantially
or entirely free of isocyanate containing compounds, as these
compounds may reduce the shelf life stability of the
composition. The carbamate-reactive compound preferably

|C08G-
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is a polyamine, including two or more spaced apart amine
groups. The first part, the second part, or both, preferably
includes a catalyst for accelerating the reaction between the
carbamate-containing compound and the carbamate-reactive
compound.
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The invention relates to an apparatus for cross-sectionally
shaping a multiplicity of plastics strands guided in parallel
alongside one another over at least one rotatable shaping
roller (18, 19, 20), in which the shaping roller is provided on its
surface with a plurality of encircling shaping recesses which
are arranged in parallel and in which the cross section of the
plastics strands is shapeable in accordance with the crosssectional shape of the shaping recesses, wherein preferably
three shaping rollers (18, 19, 20) of the same type for
sequentially shaping the plastics strands are arranged
transversely to the running path of the plastics strands,
wherein the plastics strands are guided between a pair of two
successive shaping rollers (19, 20) on a first side of the
plastics strands and a third shaping roller (18), which is
arranged, between the first (19) and second shaping roller
(20) of the pair of shaping rollers, on the second side of the
plastics strands in the running direction of the plastics
strands, and the shaping rollers are mounted in lateral guide
plates by means of quick-change apparatuses.
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There is described a vehicular seat comprising a back
element. The back element comprises: (a) a rigid support
element having coupled thereto an anchor element, the
anchor element configured to be detachably coupled to an
article; and (b) a resilient foam element secured with respect
to the rigid support element, the resilient foam element
configured to be in contact with the back of an occupant of
the vehicular seat. In a preferred embodiment, the article is
one or more of an occupant restraint element, a cargo
element and an automotive accessory. Advantageously, this
combination of elements results in a vehicular seat which is
of light weight construction and passes the FMVSS 225 test
requirement.
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